Options

Swing stabilizer bracket
Swing nose LPG/Propane Dual wheel

Upward View (Api) Manual Lock
Super elastic solid tires

Cabin
Rain Guard/Standard/Optional, Option/Basic
Climate controlled full cabin

Forward view engine at Wash
Side shift
Hinged Fork

Swiveling Fork
Side Shift
Ball Clamp

Specifications

| 1.8-3.5 Ton |
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FUNCTION/PERFORMANCE

Multifunctional Instrument panel
Easy-read instrument panel reveals in between steering wheel and left front side windscreen. It displays the status of forklift performance without interfering to steering wheel operations.

Internal hidden tilt cylinder
Internal tilt cylinder avoids and reduces scrape possibility.Enlarge working space and gives better appearance.

Non-slip entry step
Large foot space and non-slip make the operator get in and get off the vehicle more easily.

Adjustable steering wheel column
Compact steering column panel is with streamlined design. Provide flexible operations & great comfort.

LED light
Independent front light, rear light and directional lights. Provide longer service life with much lower power consumption.

Hydraulic control levers
The mechanical-hydraulic control lever is shipped at the front of the panel. The ergonomic handguard design helps reduce the driver’s arm fatigues.

Hand Brake
Hard brake is equipped with micro switch to avoid improper touch accidentally and to ensure the safety.

EASY AND SMOOTH TURNING

Smaller steering wheel + New rear axle

Smaller 350mm steering wheel easy to operate and reduce operator’s arm and shoulder’s workload.

The new axle provides wider steering angles to 80 degree and reduces to a smaller turning radius.

SPACIOUS OPERATION SPACE

Accelerator/brake/steering pedal all configurations with ergonomic design. Wide-spun foot space provides comfortable foot activity space. It is about 30% wider than 7 series. The enlarged space give operator more comfortable and loss stress. make the operator get in or get off the vehicle more easily.

ERGONOMICS

Clear view for operator

Excellent top-view

Excellent rear-view

Excellent front-view

Excellent corner-view

Excellent side-view

Excellen side-view

Easy maintenance
- Engine head using iron material. Features include heat-resistant, non-slip, scratch-resistant and the structure can withstand 450KG heavy weight.
- Engine head with 70 degrees opening angles.
- Engine head fix button easily opened and fixed. Strong and durable
- The detachable fuel tank without bolts can be easily removed away without the tank.
- Compact fuse box for easy and quick inspection
- Easy change air cleaner

High performance low fuel consumption engines
The strong but low emission engine will satisfy the operators in any given circumstances time and time again. New 9L Plus series using high performance and low fuel consumption engines include Isuzu, Yanmar and Nissan engines. All engine meet latest emission regulations.